
To whom it may concern:

Recently, I was alerted to a policy that the CPSO is drafting regarding “Continuity of Care” as can be 
found on page 186 of the CPSO’s Annual Financial Meeting of Council1 for May 24 and 25, 2018.

I have serious concern regarding a proposed requirement in Appendix D, “Transitions in Care” section. 
Specifically, on page 234, under the section of “Communicating with Patients”, Line 211 directs that 
“Referring physicians must communicate the estimated or actual appointment date and time to the patient 
unless the consultant physician has indicated that they have already done so, or intend to do so.”

I was alarmed to find to that the the CPSO is drafting a directive that is in direct contrast to that of the 
already existing, comprehensive policy of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia2, where 
on page 2 they state that the consultant physician “should schedule the appointment directly with the 
patient”:
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In the interest of patient care, it is far more efficient, timely, and accurate, if the consultant physician 
schedules the appointment directly with the patient. It is the consultant physician who has direct 
knowledge of the appointment time, and alternative options if the appointment is not agreeable for the 
patient or if it should need to be rescheduled. It would be a redundant, needless, intermediary step to for 
the referring physician to have to relay information from the consultant to the patient.

Furthermore, on Line 214 of the CPSO’s same policy, the CPSO is directing that the consultant physician, 
quite appropriately, be the one to notify the patient of any instructions or preparation prior to the 
appointment. Here, the policy is directing conflicting, redundant effort. In the interest of patient care, it 
should be the consultant physician who contacts the patient for all of this information in a single 
communication:
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One can only imagine the administrative and communicative chaos when the Referring Physician is an 
Emergency Physician, for instance. Is it the CPSO’s intent to have Emergency Physicians fax referrals to 
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consultants; then have the consultant contact the Emergency Department with an appointment time; then 
wait for that Emergency Physician to return to the department for her/his next shift; then have have 
Emergency Department contact the patient? What if the given appointment is not agreeable for the 
patient and then needs to be rescheduled?

Unrelated, in Ontario’s Schedule of Benefits3, on page 9 of the General Preamble, it explicitly specifies 
that it is the responsibility of the billing physician, in this case the consultant physician, to “make 
arrangement for appointments for the insured service”:

�

This is appropriate given that, since it is is the consultant physician who is generating the revenue from 
the service in question, then it should be the consultant who also incurs the administrative burden and 
overhead costs associated with the service. I cannot fathom a business model in which this would not be 
the case.
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In summary, for all of the reasons above, I implore the CPSO the revise its proposition on this matter. 
Specifically, in the CPSO’s draft policy on “Continuity of Care”, under Appendix D, “Transitions in Care”, 
under the “Communicating with Patients” section, on Line 211, that it specify the “Consultant physician 
must communicate the estimated or actual appointment date and time to the patient.”

Sincerely,

Dr. Adam Stewart

5/28/2018
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